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Abstract

Dynamic routing, if properly designed, can increase the throughput of a network. In this paper, we formulate a traffic model for multi-point
videoconferencing in a VP-based ATM network and derive the link level and the conference level blocking probabilities for Fixed Routing,
“Maximum Free Circuit” Routing (orM Routing) and the “Bifurcated-M Routing”. The traffic bifurcation principle can also be applied to
MTB, M2, or other routing schemes to provide additional improvements.q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Among the many potential broadband video services for
business applications, videoconferencing has been regarded
as one of the most welcomed service. In videoconferencing
system, good quality compressed video requires much
larger bandwidth than the audio and thus careful allocation
of bandwidth resources to the video traffic in the network is
essential.

There are various ways to show the video images of the
conferees at different sites and that leads to many video-
conferencing system designs. The single camera system
[1] is for connecting two conference studios. Split screen
systems, voice switched systems and continuous presence
systems are the other possible types. Virtual space tele-
conference [2] is designed to connect multiple conference
sites to provide continuous visual presence of all sites and
conveys the spatial relationship between participants.
Ferguson and Mason [3] studied a videoconference network
design problem for a multipoint conference. The traffic
engineering aspects of videoconferencing were reported in
Ref. [4], assuming all conferences involve only two studios.
In addition, there are many other related works focusing on
the Variable Bit Rate (VBR) video source traffic model and
statistic multiplexing [7].

Videoconferencing solutions and standards have existed
for some time in N-ISDN environment [10]. New solutions
are emerging for packet-switched networks, such as

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) and Internet networks
and a series of standards are being developed [19]. In this
paper, we assume that the videoconferencing service is
offered on a Virtual-Path (VP)-based ATM network. We
study the dynamic routing at the connection, or call level
and model the ATM network as a multirate loss network.
This modeling is supported by the concept of “effective
bandwidth” which encapsulates all cell-level behavior of
multiplexing, buffering and related quality of service
(QoS) issues. This separation of the call level from the
cell level is essential for the tractability of high-level design
problem [20].

With the advent of stored program control switching
network and the installation of out-of-band signaling, it is
possible to implement sophisticated dynamic routing
schemes through the exchange of link status information
during call set-up. With proper design, dynamic routing
can reduce the blocking of calls. Previous dynamic routing
studies were focused on the traditional telephone networks
and many adaptive routing schemes [16] such as AT&Ts
Real-Time Network Routing(RTNR) [13], Krupp’sRandom
Alternate Routing[14], M and M2 scheme [11] andMTB
scheme [12] were proposed. Recently, point-to-point adap-
tive routing algorithms have also been proposed for homo-
geneous VP-based ATM networks [21,22]. However, to the
best of our knowledge, there is no reported research on
dynamic routing for multipoint videoconferencing in
ATM network on the call level.

This paper focuses on the analysis of three routing
schemes for multipoint videoconferencing in VP-based
ATM networks. Section 2 presents the videoconferencing
traffic characteristics and formulates the traffic model. We
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use the traffic decomposition principle to derive the relation
between the link level and the conference level blocking
probabilities. In Section 3, we analyze the performance of
the videoconferencing network under fixed routing. In
Section 4, we study theM routing scheme in videoconfer-
encing network. In Section 5,Bifurcated-M routing is
proposed. The conference call blocking probability for
fully connected networks is derived. Section 6 discusses
the analytical results and we conclude this paper in Section
7.

2. Conference traffic model

Consider a Virtual Path (VP)-based ATM network for the
provisioning of videoconferencing service. A VP is a logical
connection between a node pair and each VP contains a
bundle of Virtual Circuits (VCs). The use of VP can reduce
call-setup delays, simplify routing and node processing.
Usually, each VP carries one type of traffic with a specific
QoS requirement.

For the purpose of analysis, let us assume that the topol-
ogy of VP sub-network carrying the videoconferences is an
N-node fully connected network, as commonly assumed in
homogeneous VP-based ATM networks [21–22]. This is a
reasonable assumption because the connectivity of the back-
bone ATM network is usually very high. The routing rules
studied in this paper, however, remains general and can be
used in any mesh topology. In addition, we assume that the
bandwidth allocated for each VP remain fixed for purposes
of routing VCs, as the time scale of interest is significantly
smaller than those involved with the dynamics of VP sub-
network [20–22]. From now on, we shall refer the VP sub-
network as aconference networkand a VP as alink. The
network under consideration can then be viewed as a multi-
rate loss network.

Two types of videoconferencing are considered in this
paper [5,8]. For acommon media conference, each confer-

ence requires aconference bridgefor performing the func-
tions of collecting the video and audio signals from the
conference sites, mixing the audio signals, composing the
common-media video signal and distributing the resulting
video and audio signals to all conference sites. For aselect-
able media conference, each conference site can choose a
different composite video. Both types of videoconferences
require all sites to send their video streams to the conference
bridge.

The main functions of the conference bridge are admis-
sion control, session control and stream manipulation.
Admission control involves collecting information such as
bandwidth resources required by the conferees at different
sites, checking the current bandwidth resources in the
network and deciding whether to admit the call or not.
Session control includes call set-up (such as participant
identification, authentication and capability exchange,
etc.), adding and dropping participants, call monitoring for
floor control and selecting video and audio for individual
sites. Stream manipulation includes audio mixing, video
composition, transcoding and distribution. To minimize
the bandwidth demand of a conference, we select the node
with the maximum number of conference sites attached to
be the conference bridge node. We assume, for simplicity,
that all videos are transmitted in the same format. That is,
each video stream requires about the same bandwidth
and occupies one channel on a link. Hence for the subse-
quent discussion, channel will be used as a unit of
bandwidth.

As an example, Fig. 1 shows the channel requirements of
five sites conferencing call. There are two sites at nodesA
andB and one site at nodeD. If we put the conference bridge
at nodeB, thus two channels and one channel are needed on
links A! B and D! B, respectively, for inbound traffic.
For outbound traffic, two channels and one channel are
needed on linksB! A andB! D; respectively, for select-
able media conference, and one channel on both links for
common media conference. Variations such as the outbound
traffic can go through different paths depending on the
network states are possible. However, we will restrict our
study to the selectable media conference and not consider
these variations. The numbers of inbound and outbound
channels are equal and only duplex channels need to be
considered. For simplicity, a channel in the following
means a duplex channel.

Let M be the maximum number of sites allowed in a
conference. Then, the conference calls can be classified
into M 2 1 types, where types�s� 2; 3;…;M� is thes-site
call. Let the arrivals of these conference types be inde-
pendent Poisson processes with rateg2; g3;…; gM : The
conference duration is assumed to be exponential distribu-
ted with mean 1=m: Let each unidirectional link has a
capacity equal to that ofF video channels. In addition, we
assume that the overflowed traffic streams are independent
Poisson processes in alternate path routing as in Refs.
[11–14].
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Fig. 1. Conference under selectable media conferencing mode.



2.1. Traffic decomposition

A properly designed videoconferencing service should
have a low blocking probability (for example,1023). At
low blocking conditions, the link occupancies can be
assumed to be independent [9]. As different numbers of
channels are required on different links for a conference,
we can decompose a types call into a number of channel
requests on different links.

Without loss of generality, consider the channel occu-
pancy on a particular linkPQ as shown in Fig. 2.

Let ~K1; ~K2;…; ~KN be the number of sites located at nodes
1,2,…,N. For an s-site conference, let ~K �s� ;
� ~K1; ~K2;…; ~KN� with ~K1 1 ~K2; 1 …1 ~KN � s: Let k �
�k1; k2;…; kN� where the kis are non-negative integers.
Under the assumption that all sites have equal community
interest on all the others, we have

P� ~K �s� � k�

�
s

k1; k2;…; kN

 !
1
N

� �s

for all k with
XN
j�1

kj � s

0 otherwise

:

8>><>>:
�1�

Let kmax ; max�k1; k2;…; kN� and letcPQ�s; j; kmax;a� be
a composite event defined as{In a s-site conference, node P
anda other nodes all have kmax sites attached; node Q has
j-sites attached}. Therefore

P�cPQ�s; j; kmax;a�� �
X

k[F1

P� ~K �s� � k�

where

F1 � { ku
XN
i�1

ki � s; kq � j; kP

� kmax anda otherkisall equal tokmax}

Let cPQ�s; j� be the event thatnode P is chosen as the
conference bridge node for an s-site conference and node
Q has j-sites attached. Then

P�cPQ�s; j�� �
Xs2 j

k�j

Xbs=kc 2 1

a�0

1
a 1 1

P�cPQ�s; j; k;a��

j � 1;2;…;
s
2

� �

where the factor 1=�a 1 1� is the probability that nodeP is
chosen as the conference bridge node from thosea 1 1
nodes all having the same maximum number of sites
attached.

Then the probability of the eventc�s; j� that ans-site
conference call requiresj channels on link PQ is
given by

P�c�s; j�� � P�cPQ�s; j��1 P�cQP�s; j�� � 2P�cPQ�s; j��
Let lj �j � 1;2;…;E� be the arrival rate of requests that

requiresj channels on a link. By adding the contributions
from all conference types, we have

lj �
XM
s�2j

�gsP�c�s; j��� j � 1;2;…;
M
2

� �
�2�

Borrowing from the multirate loss network terminology
[6], hereafter we denote a conference call using a specific
link L as a class-k call on link L when that conference
requires exactlyk channels on linkL. In other words, a
class-k call is just ak-channel request.

2.2. Conference level blocking probability

A conference call is blocked if one of the involved links
does not have the requested number of channels. Therefore,
the call blocking probability for ans-site conference can
be obtained by the facility-independence approximation
[9] as

BC�s� � 1 2
X
F2

YN
j�1
j±P

�1 2 BL�kj��P� ~K �s� � k�
2664

3775 �3�

where BL�kj� is the link level blocking probability for
class-kj calls and is given by Eqs. (9), (14) or (16)
depending on the routing rules used,F2 � { ku

PN
l�1 kj �

s} ; P� ~K �s� � k� is given by Eq. (1) andBL�0� � 0 for
obvious reason.

3. Fixed routing

With fixed routing, all video streams are sent through the
direct links. If any direct link does not have the requested
number of video channels, the conference is blocked.

By decomposing the videoconferencing traffic onto indi-
vidual links, we can describe the link loading by a state
vectorn � �n1;n2;…;nE� whereni is the number of confer-
ences on the link that are occupyingi channels each andE is
the maximum number of channels requested on a link. Since
the total number of occupied channels on a link cannot
exceed the link capacityF, the set of admissible states on
the link,V , is given by

V � { nu
XE
j�1

jnj # F} �4�
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Fig. 2. Channel request on link PQ.



The equilibrium distribution of the state probabilityP�n�
is given by a product form solution [17]:

P�n� �
1
G

rn1
1

n1!

rn2
2

n2!
…

rnE
E

nE!
n [ V

0 otherwise

:

8><>: �5�

where

ri � li =m

G�
X
n[V

YE
i�1

rni
i

ni!

With that, the link channel occupancyY has distribution

P�Y � i� �
X

n[V�i�
P�n� �6�

where

V�i� � { nu
XE
j�1

jnj � i} 0 # i # F �7�

Let

G�i� �
X

n[V�i�

YE
j�1

r
nj

j

nj!
�8�

Substituting Eqs. (5) and (8) into Eq. (6), we have

P�Y � i� � G�i�XF
j�0

G�j�

Therefore, under fixed routing, the link level blocking
probability B�F�L �k� for class-k calls is given by

B�F�L �k� � P�Y . F 2 k� �
XF

i�F 2 k 1 1

P�Y � i� �9�

Substituting Eq. (9) into (3), the conference level blocking
probability for fixed routing can be obtained.

4. M Routing

In this section, we derive the link level blocking prob-
ability when themaximum residual bandwidth(M) [12]
routing is used and the complete sharing of bandwidth
resources among theE classes of traffic is assumed.M rout-
ing is a state dependent alternate path routing which can
increase the network throughput by directing an overflowed
call to an alternate path that has the maximum residual
bandwidth. A pathq in the network is specified by a link
setLq. Each node pair has a direct path and we consider only
two-hop alternate path, i.e.uLqu � 2: The total number of

such two-link alternate paths, denoted asm, is equal to
N-2 for anN-node fully connected network.

The residual bandwidthR�q� of pathq is defined by

R�q� � min
j[lq

F 2
XE
i�1

in�j�i

 !
where the minimization is performed for allj in the setLq.
Therefore, the occupancy of pathq, denoted asx, is simply

x� F 2 R�q�
In case two or more paths have the sameR-value, the over-
flowed call is routed to one of the candidate paths at random.
The set ofclass-kdirect and alternate call blocking states,
V�B�k , is given by

V�B�k � { nun [ V;n 1 ek Ó V}

where setV is defined by Eq. (4) andek is a vector of sizeE
with a ‘1’ at thekth position and zero elsewhere. The prob-
ability that a link has occupancyi, denoted asp�i�, is

p�i� �
X

n[V�i�
P�n�

whereP
�
n
�
is the link state probability andV�i� is defined in

Ref. [7].
Let X be a random variable denoting the occupancy of an

alternate path, then

Uk�x� ; P�X � xuclass2 kadmissible�

�
�p�0��2 x� 0

2p�x��
Xx2 1

i�0

p�i��1 �p�x��2 0 lt ; x # F 2 k
:

8>><>>:
Also, let V�x� ; P�X . x�: Then

V�x� � 1 2 �
Xx

i�0

X
n[V�i�

PL�n��2

Consider a particular direct linkAC. If the residual band-
width of AC is less thank, then aclass-kcall will be blocked
on the linkAC and gets routed randomly to one of the paths
with the largest residual bandwidth, say to pathABC. Let
there be a total ofa such paths. Given that pathABC has
occupancyx and is class-k admissible, the probability that
a 2 1 other alternate paths all have the same occupancy and
are class-k admissible, and each of the remainingm2 a
alternate paths has occupancy larger thanx, denoted as
fk�aux�, is given by

fk�aux� �
m2 1

a 2 1

 !
Uk�x�a21V�x�m2a

using the link independence assumption.
Given that the class-k admissible alternate pathABChas

occupancyx, the overflowedclass-ktraffic rate fromAC to
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ABC, denoted byhk�x�, is given by

hk�x� �
Xm
a�1

lkBL�k�
a

fk�a=x�

� lkBL�k� �Uk�x�1 V�x��m 2 V�x�m
mbk�x�

where

BL�k� �
X

n[V�B�k

P�n� �10�

Therefore, given that linkAB is in staten [ V=V�B�k ; the
total overflowed class-k traffic, Ak(n), obtained by removing
the conditioning on the second link, is given by

Ak�n� � 2m
XF 2 12 k

j�0

hk�max�g�n�; j��·p�j� �11�

whereg(n) is the occupancy at staten, i.e.

g�n� �
XE
j�1

jnj

At staten, theclass-kcall arrival rate including direct and
overflowed traffic is

Lk�n� �
lk 1 Ak�n� n [ V=V�B�k

0 n [ V�B�k

:

8<: �12�

Therefore, for staten [ V, the global balance equation is
given byXE
k�1

��nk 1 1�mP�n 1 ek�1 Lk�n 2 ek�P�n 2 ek��

�
XE
k�1

��Lk�n�1 nkm��P�n� �13�

Let ~L denotes the set ofLk�n� and ~P denotes the set ofP(n).
Then Eqs. (12) and (13) can be expressed in the fixed point
model form Ref. [11]:~P� f1� ~L � and ~L � f2� ~P�. TheP[n]s

can be computed by the successive over-relaxation method
[15] with the set of alternate traffic rates obtained from Eq.
(11) in each iteration. Then, the link level blocking prob-
ability for M routing can be computed as

B�M�L �k� � BL�k��1 2 �1 2 BL�k��2�m �14�
Finally, substitute Eq. (14) into (3), the conference level
blocking probability forM routing can be obtained.

5. Bifurcated-M routing

In the last section, we used the term “class-k” call to
denote the request ofk channels fork video streams on a
link. Obviously, some of thek video streams can be sent to
the conference bridge via an alternate path. This motivates
us to the design of a modifiedM routing scheme called
Bifurcated-M Routing. The bifurcation principle can also
be applied to other routings to give BifurcatedM2 routing,
BifurcatedMTB routing, etc. for multi-rate traffic. We will
focus, however, only on the study of Bifurcated-M routing
in this paper.

In Bifurcated-M routing scheme, the class-k overflowed
traffic is divided into two parts: the class-u traffic and the
class-v traffic, where,u 1 v� k: Refer to Fig. 3, let there be
a class-k call to link AC. Let link AC hasu free channels
whereu , v: Then Bifurcated-M routing stipulates that link
AC will carry the class-u traffic and an alternate path, say
path ABC, will carry the remaining part, i.e. the class-v
traffic.

Bifurcated-M routing offers two advantages overM rout-
ing. First, the Bifurcated-M routing can make full use of the
direct link under all conditions. Second, av-channel alter-
nate path is always easier to be found than ak-channel one
for v , k: Hence the blocking probability is expected to be
lower and this will be verified in Section 6.

The analysis of Bifurcated-M routing for multipoint
conferences is similar to that ofM routing. Let the class-v
admissible alternate path ABC has occupancyx. Then the
class-v traffic that overflows from link AC to path ABC has
ratewv�x� given by

wv�x� �
Xm
a�1

TA�v�
a

fv�aux�

where fv�aux� is given by the same representation in last
section andTA�v� is the total alternate class-v traffic,
which is given by

TA�v� �

lvBL�v� v� E

lvBL�v�1
XE

i�v1 1

liBL�i��
X

n[V�F 2 i 1 v�
P�n��

1 # v # E 2 1

:

8>>>><>>>>:
�15�

where BL�v� is the direct and alternate path blocking
probability derived in Eq. (10),lv is the rate of class-v traffic
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Fig. 3. An example to illustrate the Bifurcated Routing scheme.



derived in Eq. (2), andP�n� is the link state probability to be
derived.

In Eq. (15), we have assumed that all the overflowed
bifurcated traffic streams from all the conference sites are
independent Poisson processes, so that their sum is also a
Poisson process. This is the same assumption used in all
fixed points models and has been verified to be very accurate
on many occasions [6,12].

Following the derivation of the last section, we have the

ratewv�x� of class-v traffic that overflows from link AC to
path ABC given by

wv�x� � TA�v� �Uv�x�1 V�x��m 2 V�x�m
mUv�x�

Given that linkAB is in staten [ V=V�B�k ; the total over-
flowed class-k traffic, denoted asA�BM�

v �n�; is given by

A�BM�
v �n� � 2m

XF 2 12 k

j�0

wv�max�g�n�; j��p�j�

Therefore, at staten, the total class-k traffic arrival
rateLk�n�; including direct and overflowed traffic, is given
by

We can obtain, for staten [ V; the global balance equation
just like Eq. (13). Using the same iteration procedure, we
can obtain the state probabilitiesP�n�s: Substitute theP�n�s
into Eq. (10), the link blocking probabilityBL�k� is obtained.
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Fig. 4. Link blocking for fixed,M and Bifurcated-M routings.

Lk�n� �
lk 1 A�BM�

k �n�1
XE

i�k 1 1

li�
X

n[V�F 2 i 1 1�
PL�n�� k � 1;2;…;E 2 1 andn [ V=V�B�k

lE 1 A�BM�
E �n� k � E andn [ V=V�B�k

0 n [ V�B�k

:

8>>>>><>>>>>:



To derive the class-k traffic blocking probabilityB�BM�
L �k�

under Bifurcated-M routing rule, we define two events
as

E1 � {the direct link is full and the class

2 k call is blocked on all the alternate paths}

E2 � {the direct link is not full and all the bifurcated

alternate routings fail for the class2 kcall}
The probabilities of these two events are

P�E1� � �1 2 �1 2 BL�k��2�m
X

n[V�F�
P�n�

 !
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Fig. 5. Comparison of conference level call blocking probabilities.



P�E1 < E2� is the probability that a class-k call is blocked
under Bifurcated-M routing rule sinceE1 and E2 are
disjoint, we have

B�BM�
L �k� � P�E1�1 P�E2� �16�
Finally, we can substitute Eq. (16) into Eq. (3) to obtain

the conference level blocking probability under Bifurcated-
M routing rule.

6. Illustrative example and performance comparisons

To evaluate the performance of various routing schemes
in conferencing networks, we consider a seven nodes fully
connected network with all links having the same number of
F � 10 video channels. We consider only three types of
conferences: three site, four site and five site conferences
in the network. Then, there existsE � b5=2c � 2 classes of
calls on the link level, i.e. those requesting for one channel
each and those requesting for two channels each. Let the
mean conference duration time to be normalized to one time
unit, i.e. 1=m � 1: Let the traffic load for the three conferee
types be�g3;g4;g5� � �1:75; 2:0;7:5� and let this be the
base load. By traffic decomposition, the class-1 and class-
2 traffic rates on the link level is computed from Eq. (2) to be
�l1; l2� � �5:4887;0:1992�:

Fig. 4 shows the link level blocking probabilities under
the fixed,M, and Bifurcated-M routings as a function of the
percentage of load increase from the base load. For class-1

traffic, the blocking probabilities forM and Bifurcated-M
routing are very close to each other and are both signifi-
cantly lower that that of fixed routing. But for class-2 traffic,
the blocking probability ofM routing rapidly increases
when the network runs into the overload zone. In particular,
its blocking probability overtakes that of the fixed routing
above the 29% load overload point. This is obviously due to
the unstable behavior of alternate path routing as explained
in Ref. [18]. For Bifurcated-M routing, the same occurs, but
at a much higher overload point of 68% (not shown).

Fig. 5 shows the conference level blocking probabilities
for three, four and five site conferences. The significant
throughput improvement of theM and Bifurcated-M rout-
ings over that of the fixed routing is obvious. As expected,
the performance of Bifurcated-M routing is always better
than that of theM routing and the amount of improvements
increase with the number of the conference sites. For exam-
ple, at the same blocking level of 0.05, the throughput
improvement of Bifurcated-M over M routing is 0.61% for
the three site conferences, 2.9% for the four site conferences
and 5.2% for the five site conferences.

We now consider the cases where there are only four and
five site conferences in the network. The three site case is
not considered because only class-1 calls are generated on
the link level and therefore The blocking probability under
Bifurcated-M routing is the same as that ofM routing. Fig. 6
shows the percentage of throughput increase for Bifurcated-
M routing over that ofM routing at various values ofF under
the same conference level blocking probability of 0.05. It
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Fig. 6. Throughput improvement of Bifurcated-M routing overM routing.

P�E2� �
XF 2 1

i�F 2 k 1 1

P�the direct link is in occupancy statei�·
P�class2 �i 2 F 1 k� traffic stream is blocked in all alternate paths�

 !

�
XF 2 1

i�F 2 k 1 1

X
n[V�i�

P�n�
0@ 1A·�1 2 �1 2 BL�i 2 F 1 k��2�m

0@ 1A



shows that the advantage of the Bifurcated-M routing is
particularly prominent for the conferences with larger
number of sites.

7. Conclusion

Three routing schemes for multipoint videoconferencing
in a VP-based ATM network are analyzed. Numerical
results show that dynamic routing can significantly increase
the network throughput over that of the fixed routing. The
traffic bifurcation principle is introduced to improve the
balancing of load. Applying it to theM routing, we have
shown that it can significantly increase the throughput.

The improvement of the Bifurcated-M routing comes
from that it can allocate a class-k call between two nodes
on different paths. If we try to allocate each channel require-
ment individually for a class-k path requirement respec-
tively usingM routing, a small performance improvement
can be expected. The tradeoff, however, is that more paths
need be set up and more connection nodes are involved.
Actually, this “individual channel allocation” method is a
generalization of the Bifurcated-M routing.

The performance of Bifurcated-M routing under asym-
metric traffic condition in a general network is expected to
be even better. But its analysis is beyond the capability of
the fixed-point model analysis used in this paper. Note that
we have only studied the selectable media conferences in
this paper. The analysis of the common media conferences
using dynamic routing appears to be more difficult and is
beyond the scope of this paper.
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